
- BIRDIE 10/2K PARTY REPORT -

Birdie? Why Birdie?

At the same time some of my friends attended Mekka^Symposium and The Gathering, I was to have fun at a local party named Birdie, lying about 7km’s away from my sweet home. The only real reason was poverty, I’m so poor nowadays I had to borrow money from my mother to be able to pay the quite low entrance fee. Even if last year’s party was close to a disaster, I expected Birdie to be really fun this time. Me, Stanley/Trinity, Torturer and some other friends would have a great time even if the organization was as awful as it was the last time. And as the crew claimed they were aiming to hand out about 20000 SEK (about 2350$) in prize-money I was hoping for a bit higher quality of the productions this time, and because of that Trinity decided to support the party with a lot of nice contributions.
The a bit new organizing team, mainly consisting of Concept-p, Slatex and Forze, were all very nice and seamed to enjoy having some sceners and contributions at their party. They even allowed me to bring a TV, a PSX and a VCR, all free of charge. And as both me and Stanley just cared about the compos we spent the entire party - when we were there - in front of the TV playing ISS: Evolution, Bubble Bobble or Jeopardy or playing around with my VCR to have a cute little film to send to the rest of Trinity in Holland and Norway.

The always nice first impression

After having been home editing a short-movie for the wild compo for about six hours, Stanley arrived at my place. Before we left we made another chiptune and then burned all the productions we currently had onto a CD.
When we arrived at the party around 23.30 the Friday night, our task was to find our other friends. We searched the place carefully but couldn’t find them among the about three hundred children playing Unreal Tournament. As they were the ones with computers (no computers = no uploaded contributions) it was quite necessary to find them, so we borrowed the microphone and screamed “Torturah! Joooon!” for a while before we found him. I guess he had been away in the world of klädporr for a while together with Add_man (no, no English comment there)... :)
With my luck on demoparties, the ftp was down and we had to wait to be able to upload all our stuff. The only reason we came before the compos started was the deadline, which now seemed to have been forgotten. We had planned to upload the stuff and then go back to my place and sleep. However, one of the crew-members promised us 
“It’ll be working any second”, so we decided to stay and act elite with our PSX until then. On the ugly screen they were showing the usual stuff - The Matrix and some info. South Park - Bigger, longer and uncut was shown twice, which really sucked. I wish there were more parties organized by real sceners for real sceners so they could show some demos on it instead. At this time, everything felt shite...

Ten hours passed. I was sleeping on the floor under my jacket dreaming about tanks when the organizers informed us that the contributions finally could be uploaded. My VCD-leeching friends woke me up and I tried to upload everything. It didn’t work. Three hours later it did work. I had at that time eleven cool things to upload and was still waiting for a 3d-animation, a 3d picture and perhaps a demo. After the pumping was finished I went to the crew and handed in a VHS with my two Wild’s, asked them when the compos would start and then left the party together with Stanley to get some real sleep back home in a nice and warm bed...

Recharging...

Stanley stole my bed. I couldn’t sleep at all anyway, I was too worried about the contributions and I wanted that animation and demo. Furthermore, Slatex - the compo-boss - had just before we left told me that the pixel-compo probably would be cancelled. “I’ve only received four pictures and most of them are unserious.” He showed me some lame image with working number one displaying one pixel, working two two pixels and the final masterpiece displaying three entire pixels. I was stunned by the quality. “The only serious one is this one...” he continued, “it’s really nice, but well...” I smiled and pointed at my t-shirt displaying another morph-logo and then spoke some technique and various stuff with him. He then said he would do his best to make the pixel-compo happen and delay the deadline a bit to hopefully get more contributions. Slatex is without doubt the coolest and most friendly organizer I’ve met so far (together with Concept-p) and he didn’t try to act big or anything to win respect. 
Bad thing that the rest of the crew seemed to just feel cool having a crew-logo on the back of their shirts while playing games and doing nothing to help the poor main organizers. More about that later...
At 19.00 on Saturday the first compos should start and the party would begin for me and Stanley.

Compotime!

We came back at 19.03 and rushed to our seats. Torturer made me happy at once telling me that “they’re not giving away any prize-money, hahhaaha.” “So what are they giving us? TP-cables?” “Nothing, ahahahaha.” After having heard if from five more people and finally Concept-p I realized it was true. It stank. I had planned to buy a lot of stuff and Avalanche was hoping for a new 3d-card for his next animation :) The feeling of being a nice supporter wasn’t as nice any longer. Now there was neither honor nor money to be won.
The first compo, 4-channel music (or was it chip?) started sometime after midnight. Five hours of more PSX-gaming and VCR-recording made us both even more depressed, so it was quite a relief when they started the first stinking tune. There were five 4-channels in total, one by Avalanche which got second and probably was nice (I hate funk) and one pretty nice by Sombie. All sounded like chip’s... They announced every tune by showing the file-id on the ugly screen and telling the audience who made it with the microphone. Really oldschool, but not very nice in my opinion...

After a long break mp3-music was up. Most of the tunes were more or less crap, while four or five of them was good. I enjoyed Altemark’s (king of his own style), Sombie’s (brave and cool, I’m hymning it all the time), some for me unknown guy’s tune and our own two by Stanley and Avalanche together with Method/Rbi. What it looks like, none of the very few voters cared about the quality of the tunes and just about who made them. As the only result text I’ve read is a big mess I don’t know who won, but I guess Altemark did and some lame hip-hop or boring trying-to-be-really-fun-tune-by-saying-cool-things kind of song followed. At least the crew danced to our tunes - which placed very low - and not to the other’s :)...
Don’t ask me what happened, but for some reason the organizers suddenly claimed their music-equipment was broken. Well okey, more elite video-gaming then. I decided to telesync the ending sequence of Final Fantasy 8 while waiting for the crew to fix the problem. Instead they dissed me by shouting in the microphone, asking “what’s wrong with the original?” I guess they wanted us to be a part of the Quake 3 compo instead of wasting time with such lame stuff. Well, eat me. I was bored.

The pixel-compo followed. I realized I had forgotten to withdraw myself after they had shown two pics, and ran to the crew really fast to beg them to leave me out of it. Nice as they always were they did, and I could rest. Call me greedy, arrogant or whatever, but I didn’t feel like wasting my picture for nothing, even if it wasn’t great or anything. I felt a little bad about that I must admit, one of the reasons Slatex held the compo was probably to be nice to me, and I betrayed him. Well, he got a lot of other stuff so he should be happy anyway :)
Some hours later the crew had borrowed some equipment and now sat in the middle of the party-place ready to play some multi-channels. The audience now consisted of about fifteen people of what it seemed. Some tired guy announced the first tune - Altemark’s. Hmmm, he started in mp3 and now also in multi-channel. I guess they must have randomized it all very well, not that I did care, but anyway... Another great song by him, not as good as his mp3 though in my opinion. I think there were about six tunes I enjoyed, but I don’t know any of the names or creators of them except the two by us. “Now to the next tune, “Why is the world so fucked up?” by “DJ Fuck”” and “Next tune: “Smack my bitch up 2k” by “DJ Slash MC feat. DJ Crack” were typical - but not authentic - names of the contributions which couldn’t make me care less...
In total, there were about five or six tunes I totally hated. The quality was terrible, one tune sounded exactly like my younger brothers playing on saucepans with knives and forks. I guess most of the contributions, in most compos, were made by total newbies. Some with potential to become better, some probably without. I don’t know who won, but honestly I think Stanley’s tune “The miscarriage of Jennifer” who got third together with two other tunes was quite superior to the others. Flame me if you’d like.

After the music-compos we went home again. I wasn’t very interested in neither the demo and intro compos (as I didn’t expect anything astonishing to be released there), nor the 3d and 3d-animation. Scarab Corpse, Spantobi and Syntax Terror would perhaps show some decent demo, but I was too tired to care. The only other scener I knew attended the party was Whisker/Replay (are you impossible to find you junkie? :)) and he wouldn’t release anything either. Later, after the party, I found out that K2 had been there too, but my friend Lator - who had seen me - didn’t want to speak to me this time for some strange reason. I didn’t mean to flirt with your girl on Dreamhack if that’s the reason, believe me ;) I was just amazed to see a girl with demos on her HD, I’d never seen that before :)

End of days

After my first real sleep, for about six hours, we went back to come in time for the wild-compo and prize-ceremony. When we arrived the first thing we saw on the screen was our entries in QT-format (I think, my eyes suck). The wild was obviously over, but it looked like they'd shown my short-movie and my little demo so I was satisfied. They didn't, I know now. If you want to see them - check my homepage. I also heard that our old intro (the one that got too late for DH if you read my report Hugi #18) had been shown but hated by the ones I asked because we had been too lazy to change "at Dreamhack 99" to "at Birdie 2000" ;)... Hehe, who cares? :) Anyway, of what I've heard, it won huge, wheee... If not, Tazadum won instead of us, Replay got second and we got disqualified. I don't know and I don't care really...

As there was no prize-money we had nothing left to do at the party, so we picked up our stuff and left. Even if we didn’t win a single dime (or TP-cable), the compos sucked and the party was full of gamers, we actually had quite fun even if it may (or maybe should) sound different. There wasn’t even a Trinity-domination-party as we had hoped it would be :)
I must give some credit the main-organizers though, it was obvious that they wanted to deliver a good party (not like the DH-organizers who were total whores and just wanted money) for everyone even if they failed quite miserably. Maybe it was because there were three of them that really worked with the organization while the other ones were playing Quake and watching, ehrm, klädporr. They’ll learn from their mistakes I hope and make the next Birdie a bit more successful. And as we didn’t expect perfect organizing nor amazing contributions, it was possible for us to enjoy the party anyway. Friendship is everything, and I sure had a great time with my friends through the entire party. And that’s what matters.

 By the way, if some Birdie-organizer is reading this: Spank Tikvah! He promised me to lend out your digital-camera to me for this report, then just disappeared to play Quake again. Well okay, he was nice enough to send his own pics to me afterwards, so I perhaps shouldn’t be too rude here...  And yeah, a faster and more readable results-file next year please.
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